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VIDEO REEL  

2011-2018 

After finishing my TV & AUDIOVISUAL REALIZATION degree in Barcelona in 2015 I have 
been working and film experimenting almost everywhere and anytime I could. I was lucky 
to be able to get in touch with some big production companies that work internationally 
for many different costumers such as TWENTYFOUR-SEVEN.TV, and SAUVAGE.TV. 
Practicing and getting to know all about different fields such as PA, 2AD, Location 
assistant... and to learn from good directors and crews. 

I had as well the motivation and opportunity to do some stuff by myself, getting to know 
and practice filming and editing skills that keep on developing everyday. I get inspired by 
nature and its own art. I get inspired by different trips done around the world that get you 
to see life from a different perspective. India, Thailand, Spain, Israel and Egypt are some 
of the places that became part of my path and I only want to know more to enhance my 
knowledge and point of view. 

So currently I am still traveling and looking for new projects and moments to catch and 
film. I believeAlways looking forward to find a place where I can develop and contribute in 
creation, imagination and ideas. 


Those are some examples of projects I’ve been collaborating in and some personal 
others.


JOURNEY TO THE EAST // INDIA 

ANDALUCÍA 2018 

LA LUNA 

NAOR DIOR 

BOOM FESTIVAL  

SPANISH : native 
HEBREW : native 
CATALAN: native 

ENGLISH : high level 
ITALIAN : basic

http://2011-2018%20%0A2011-2018
https://www.twentyfour-seven.tv
http://www.sauvage.tv
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YaoJvC_8xxk&frags=pl,wn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehPFMbS6vMk&t=6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I_6skYehpMA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uvio5Rs5tcc&frags=pl,wn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gecQ7IdLzrk&t=3s&frags=pl,wn


BARCELONA 

· Twentyfour-Seven TV 

· Sauvage TV - KOTA 

· ALIZZZ


· Diset ®

· INDIEGENTES

IBIZA 

·iDiscover

 
·OYE SEBAS 


·LAMUELLA IBIZA 

Those are some of the things I’ve been doing so far till now; and you can 
check my BEHANCE to see a little of my still photo work. 


